
Section Time

Welcome & Committee Business 5 min

Work Group Presentations & Discussion 
• Mayor-Council: Amira, Anthony, Candace, Raahi 

• Council-Manager: Brenda, Bryan, Karol, Salome

• Council-Manager: Becca, Dave, Debbie

• Council-Manager: Andrew, Steven, Vadim

85 min

Community Engagement Update 10 min

Next Steps & Adjourn 10 min

Breakouts for new workgroups  10 min

Agenda

Charter Commission

Form of Government Committee
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Monthly Work Sessions with Public Comment 

Phase I 
Issues

Evaluate and synthesize data and information

Host community listening sessions

Determine charter 
amendment 

proposals

Collect feedback on proposals 
through public hearings and 

revise

Report Educate Portlanders on proposed 
charter amendments

Election

Phase II 
Issues

Determine phase II 
priority issues

Evaluate and synthesize data and 
information

Host Listening Sessions

Determine 
proposed charter 

amendments

Collect feedback on proposals 
through public hearings and 

revise

Phase II 
Report

CHARTER REVIEW TIMELINE



Desired Outcomes for Charter Reform

Participatory and growing 
democracy1
Accessible and transparent 
government2
Reflective government3

Responsive government4
Accountable government5
Trustworthy government6



Form of Government 
Initial Research Questions

Legislative Authority: Who should have the power to make the laws? 

Executive Authority: Who should have the power to carry out the laws? 

Mayor is a member of Council: Should the Mayor be a member of City Council? 

Mayor votes with Council: Should the Mayor vote with Council? 

Mayor has veto authority: Should the Mayor have veto authority? 

Appointment & removal of Chief Administrative Officer or City Manager: Who should be able to appoint and 

remove a CAO or City Manager? 

Appointment & removal of bureau directors: Who should be able to appoint and remove bureau 

directors? 

Policy development: Who should be responsible for developing policy? 

Prepare budget: Who should be responsible for preparing the budget? 



Form of Government Committee
Areas of Agreement

1. Increase the size of City Council

2. Remove the role of Commissioner-in-Charge of bureaus from 
Commissioners and shift the management authority elsewhere

3. Cleary (re)define the roles and responsibilities of the Mayor and 
City Council



Council-Manager (FOG)
Comm: Chimuku, Colloymore, Ketah, Lewis



Overview
Council-Manager FoG

“Council-Manager government encourages neighborhood input into the political process, diffuses 

the power of special interests, and eliminates partisan politics from municipal hiring, firing, and 

contracting decisions.”

A City Manager would be selected, hired and fired by the Council, not one person. This City 

Manager would select Bureau heads, maintaining a check and balance system.

The day-to-day management of the Bureaus by the City Manager would then free up the 

Councilors to be more accessible to community members who can have increased opportunities 

to influence policy.  

The City Manager would enforce the policies adopted by the Council.



Why were moving with a CM
● The CM represents the institution. The Mayor represents the community/people

● Mayor in a Council-Manager form is not ‘weak’. They are critical as the political 

leader and coalition building.

● 30% of a CM time is community engagement. A CM is MORE engaged with the 

community because they are not raising money for a campaign and by divorcing 

the politics they have MORE genuine relationships.

● CM’s HAVE to be involved in the community. They are engaged, make deep 

connections with school districts, faith communities; they network like crazy. 

They can’t use ‘positional’ power, just ‘relational’ power to get things done. They 

have authentic relationships that are not transactional.

● A CM frees up Council to work on their VISION for Portland. Dialogue and 

political work to make it happen. A CM can make them MORE powerful not less



Concerns moving forward
Each member of the Council 

will have equal decision-making 

power with Council-Manager 

form, but does that still leaves 

Portland in a position where we 

they do not have a ‘clear’ leader? 

This will require some public 

education to understand the 

roles and responsibilities. Will 

we lack political leadership that 

Portland needs?

Under the ‘Strong Mayor’ form, 

this would concentrate political 

power in this one position.

Does a CM in partnership 

with a ‘Strong Mayor’ 

accomplish our goals?

Does having a ‘Strong Mayor’ 

make it easier for well-funded 

special interest groups and 

those holding political power 

to influence one person to 

get what they want done? Is 

the office of Mayor used to 

further personal political 

objectives?

Under a ‘Strong Mayor’ system, 

the Mayor would be in charge 

of hiring/firing Bureau heads 

which could make it a political 

decision instead of being based 

on who is the best fit for the job.

City Managers often come from 

other cities instead of their own 

communities and often are used 

as ‘stepping stones’ to larger 

cities. Since City Managers 

make more than Mayors do 

typically, what are the financial 

implications of this form?



Special thanks to:

Martha Bennett - City Manager of  
Lake Oswego 

International City/County 

Management Association

https://pamplinmedia.com/lor/48-news/432334-341591-lo-announces-martha-bennett-will-be-new-city-manager
https://pamplinmedia.com/lor/48-news/432334-341591-lo-announces-martha-bennett-will-be-new-city-manager
https://pamplinmedia.com/lor/48-news/432334-341591-lo-announces-martha-bennett-will-be-new-city-manager


The Team

Comm. Chimuku Comm. Collymore Comm. Ketah Comm. Lewis



Executive Mayor and 
Legislative Council

Anthony Castaneda

Amira Streeter

Candace Avalos

Raahi Reddy



Agenda

• What are the problems?

• What is a mayor–council system?

• Mayoral powers

• Council powers

San Francisco Example



Our Deliberations and Discussion

• Identified problems

• Went through the questions to solve those problems

• Incorporating our assumptions:

• There will be districts and multiple council members – our Council will grow 
to include more members

• There will be some form of proportional representation



What does a traditional Mayor-Council model 
look like?

• The mayor–council government system is a system of organization of local government that has an executive 
mayor who is elected by the voters, and a separately elected legislative city council. It is one of the two most 
common forms of local government in the United States.

• "Weak Mayor" - what we essentially have in Portland, mayor has mostly ceremonial role without authority to act in 
an executive fashion

• "Strong Mayor" - most administrative authority, political independence, power to dismiss bureau heads without 
council input or public approval

• Chief Administrative Officer oversees bureaus, functions like a city manager but answers to the Mayor, not the 
council

• What we're proposing is a variation of Mayor-Council that we're calling: Executive Mayor-Legislative Council

• The distinctions in this variation are that instead of traditional unilateral power given to the Mayor, power 
and authority is distributed to the legislative council in several ways, while still giving the Mayor more 
executive authority



What our 
model offers in 

our shared 
vision:

What you said we need:

•Portlanders know who to hold accountable 
and there is more consistent supervision of 
bureaus

•There are checks and balances on Council 
law-making including separation of 
powers More voices and people involved in 
decision-making

•Government responses address community 
needs

•Public confidence increases with a unified 
voice overseeing city operations

•City Council has more time to engage 
constituents and make policy

•Government responses address wider and 
longer-term problems and tied to consistent 
supervision and control of bureaus

•Bureau oversight will include expertise in 
the work

Executive Mayor with a Legislating Council 
can address the needs:

•A Mayor who is chief executive for the City 
and who Portlanders can hold accountable 
for their record on implementation

•A Council who makes laws/policy and can 
be more involved with what's happening in 
the neighborhoods and communities

•An Administrative infrastructure who must 
report to the Mayor and be held 
accountable for driving key work

•Bureaus all working toward a common goal 
of delivering for constituents as priority one 
and implementing Council’s vision, driven 
cohesively by an executive branch

•Numerous pathways for community and 
Bureau staff to shape City-wide strategies 
and budgeting to address needs



Budgets
Policy Agenda
Committee assignments

Legislative CouncilExecutive Mayor

CAO

Bureaus

Committees

Carry out policy agenda
Hire CAO with Council approval

Voting member of council
Proportional 
representation

Bureaus carry out agenda set by Committee
Directors respond to the Mayor and Council



Budgeting & Policy Making

Council makes policy

Mayor serves as member of Council and participates. Multiyear recommendations 
and policies should be formed with input from bureaus and community.

Mayor proposes budget and Council deliberates and votes to approve

Mayor prepares budget based on needs and issues City is facing and from needs of 
Bureaus



Appointments & Removals

1) Mayor finds the candidates and makes recommendation to Council

2) Council votes to confirm appointment of candidate and gets opportunity to ask 
questions.

3) On removals, Mayor makes a recommendation, and if Council agrees, gets to 
approve removal (with applicable advice from City Atty, HR, etc.)



Mayor Voting on Council & Veto Power

Mayor gets to vote with Council, and therefore shouldn’t have veto power

• Want to ensure that Council can influence the laws

• Mayor must be an active participant in decision-making

• We do not want to have unilateral executive authority to the Mayor



Counter Arguments

• Too much responsibility could be in the hands of the Mayor.

• There would be a lot of administrative changes.

• How can we ensure that there is a balance of power shared between the Mayor and the Council?

• What system can be created to build community involvement in policy and budget decision-
making?

• How is this structure different from a city manager-council structure?

• Veto power is an essential check on the powers of council. Centralized power could undermine 
the authority of an elected body.

• How can we build in a system for City government to be flexible in an emergency?

• Should the Mayor be the final decision-maker if there is an impasse in decision-making?



Why?

Government Accountability and Responsiveness

• Decision making authority and accountability
• Policy agendas and budgets created in committees will reflect the priorities of 

geographically elected officials.

• Bureau Directors will collaborate with Councilors to solve neighborhood 
specific/geographic problems.

• Long-term problem solving and responsiveness
• Councilors assigned to committees across bureaus will breakdown silos.

• Remove councilors from day-to-day activities of bureaus.



Thanks!

Questions?



FOG 
Committee 
Meeting

Form of Government Workgroup Report Out

Vadim, Steven, Andrew

November 1, 2021



Desired Outcomes for Form of Government Reform

Participatory and growing 
democracy1
Accessible and transparent 
government2
Reflective government3

Responsive government4
Accountable government5
Trustworthy government6



Form of Government 
Research Questions & Answers
Legislative Authority: Who should have the power to make the laws? A: City Council

Executive Authority: Who should have the power to carry out the laws?  A: City Manager 

Mayor is a member of Council: Should the Mayor be a member of City Council? A: Yes

Mayor votes with Council: Should the Mayor vote with Council? A: Yes

Mayor has veto authority: Should the Mayor have veto authority? A: No

Appointment & removal of Chief Administrative Officer or City Manager: Who should be able to appoint and 
remove a CAO or City Manager? A: The Council will be able to vote to appoint and remove the CAO 

Appointment & removal of bureau directors: Who should be able to appoint and remove bureau 

directors? A: The City Manager, except for specific bureau directors - A review committee selects the final 

three candidates which go to city manager (ex. San Jose, Memphis, Miami, Albuquerque)



Form of Government 
Research Questions & Answers cont.
Policy development: Who should be responsible for developing policy? A: Mayor with City Council 

with engagement and participation from city manager

Prepare budget: Who should be responsible for preparing the budget?  A: City manager prepares 

the budget with bureau heads and directors, City Council is charged with the strategic multi-year 

vision of the city and approving final budget. Council has the authority to make revisions to budget 

which align to the strategic vision given discrepancies

Other Items: 

• Mayoral authority: How will the city attract strong mayoral candidates to run for office?

• Mayoral power, influence, and blame: How can ‘victimization’ by the sitting mayor be 

settled?



Points against Council/Manager Form of Government

Budget: Too much authority or influence over the budget on one 
position, it is not responsive to local community needs. 

Power/Influence: Too much ‘power’ held by one person, possible 
‘politicizing’ of the city manager position. 

Role of Council: Since council could appoint/remove city manager, 
there could be ‘voting’ blocks that could negatively impact outcomes 



CIVIC
ENGAGEMENT
SURVEY 
Sponsored by the Coalition of Communities
of Color



DEMOGRAPHIC DATA: RESIDENTS
OF PORTLAND

Do live in Portland: 78.5%
Do not live in Portland but
work/study/spend a lot of time in
Portland: 12.8%
Do not live in Portland: 5.5%
Do not live in Portland, but live in the
Portland Metro area: 3.1%



DEMOGRAPHIC DATA: RACIAL AND
ETHNIC COMMUNITIES

White/Western European: 75.4%
Black, African American, African: 11.1%
Latinx: 9.2%
Asian: 8.3%
Native American/Native Alaskan: 7.0%
Slavic/Eastern European: 5.3%
Pacific Islander: 3.2%
Declined to answer: 3.2%
Other: 2.5%
Middle Eastern: 0.9%
Don't know: 0.6%



DEMOGRAPHIC DATA: ADDITIONAL
COMMUNITIES PEOPLE IDENTIFY WITH

Renter: 44.3%
Transit-dependent: 27.1%
Low-income: 25.5%
LGBTQ: 21.3%
Disabled: 16.9%
Immigrant: 12.2%
Unhoused: 10.7%
Other: 10.2%
Refugee: 3.7%



QUESTION: WHAT WOULD MAKE IT EASIER FOR YOU
TO BE INVOLVED IN THE CHARTER REVIEW PROCESS?

Making events fit with schedules (evenings/weekends/after 5 pm)
Skilled Facilitation (trusted member of the community, leaving time for questions)
Plan ahead and after (provide slides, recordings, clear agendas, make sure people
know the purpose of their participation)
Accessibility and diversity (COVID/Zoom fatigue considerations, representation of
minority groups, interpretation)
Provide learning opportunities (more education-focused events, information that
isn't too technical)
Safety (keeping information confidential/deportation concern) 
Partner with community-based organizations
Trust (make intentions clear) 



"I like the ability to ask questions in the chat and have time to interact with others in the
meeting. Hearing others helps to clarify and quantify my thoughts on the information presented.

Without body language and physical interaction, there is an element missing in the
communications and comprehension of materials presented."

"That the city provide content that helps those not well informed understand (a) the way the city
currently works (accessible to those who are not fully literate and is easy to understand) (b)
objective explanation of what the current pros and cons are to the current processes (c) an

objective explanation of the changes and options under serious consideration and an evaluation
of the pros and cons to each option (d) that they be linguistically accessible (in our case for
Spanish speakers) (e) that we are provided a clear understanding of who will be reading and

listening to our input and how it will be used to inform the process." 

"Both asynchronous and synchronous methods of gathering input. A way to be guided through
the breadth of topics that are covered and find the ones I am interested in engaging on."

QUOTES



QUESTION: WHAT WOULD MAKE AN ONLINE
COMMUNITY EVENT OR DISCUSSION MORE
APPEALING? 

Transparency and ownership (if you don't have an answer, understanding how community
input will be used)
Encourage interaction with the community (open dialogue)
Childcare and food access (ways to access food, translation, and childcare for participants
who want it/dinner stipends)
Skilled facilitation (no participant monopolization)
Adherence (community suggestions should be honored or explain limitations)



"Transparency and clarity about the fact that input will actually be useful and seriously
considered. People need to feel like they have some actual power and that the city isn't
just checking a box for public engagement/going through the motions [while] actually

making all the real decisions behind closed doors."

"That [events] be focused on specific outcomes rather than brainstorming, list building, or voices
simply competing to be the loudest in the room. That there is transparent expectations of how the

data will be used prior to engaging in the process."

"Small-group breakouts, strong racial equity lens in the facilitation and creation of meetings, group
agreements that are adhered to, and strong facilitation to make the space inclusive and welcoming,

polling options and multiple ways to participate since some people are shy talkers or don't get a
chance to talk with more dominant voices in a group."

QUOTES


